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Introduction                 
 
At the last IBM z Technical University held in May in Budapest, we had our first z/OS knights 
tournament contest. 
It consists of ten technical questions about z/OS environment. 
In this document we propose the ten technical questions of the contest, and explain the answers at 
the end.  
You may take it as a game, to check your technical knowledge of z/OS, and maybe you can find 
something new to learn if you miss some answer. 
 
 

 
 
So print this document and test your z/OS Knight level. 
 
You will find the answers in the Appendix. 
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Question 1 
 

 
 

 
 

Question 2 
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Question 3 
 

 
 

 
 

Question 4 
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Question 5 
 

 
 

 
 

Question 6 
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Question 7 
 

 
 

 
 

Question 8 
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Question 9 
 

 
 

 
 

Question 10 
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Appendix 
 
 
A1: The right answer to Q1 is: “Based on LPAR weights vs total Group weights and Defined 
Capacity limit”. 
Consider an LPAR in a group capped at 50 MSU. Total weights for the LPAR in the group is 200 
and LPAR A has a weight of 100. Its minimum entitlement will be 100 / 200 * 50 MSU = 25 MSU 
However if LPAR A is also capped with a defined capacity limit its minimum entitlement will be 
the minimum between 25 MSU and the defined capacity limit. 
 
 

*************************** 
 
 
A2: The right answer to Q2 is: “Group capacity limit reached”. 
The P3 LPAR is capped at 11 and 12. You can understand that by looking at the % ACT 
SOFTCAPP row. 
You can also note that DEF MSU is 0 (no capacity limit is set) while the MSU GROUP AVA row 
shows negative values in the capped hours. 
 
 

*************************** 
 
 
A3: The right answer to Q3 is: “Both CPU and zAAP/zIIP time”. 
The transaction TCB time (measured in USRCPUT) always includes processor time spent on any 
engine type. In case of knee capped processors the zAAP/zIIP time is normalized to the CPU speed. 
In CICS 5.1 an additional metric (CPUTONCP) measuring only CPU time is provided. 
 
 

*************************** 
 
 
A4: The right answer to Q4 is: “4”. 
As described in the RMF Report Analysis manual the Performance Index for a service class period 
with a Percentile Goal is calculated as follows: 

Actual (sec) 
Perf Indx =  ------------ 

Goal (sec) 
"Actual" means the maximal response time that actually was reached for the percentage of the goal 
and is calculated by performing the following three steps: 
1. Calculate the number of transactions N that correspond to the goal: 

Σ Transactions * Goal Percentage 
N =  ----------------------------------------- 

100 
2. Add up all transactions until a bucket M is reached where the sum is greater than N; 
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3. The "actual" response time in the formula for the performance index shown above is the response 
time value belonging to the bucket M. 
 
Note: Due to this methodology, the maximal value of the performance index for this goal type is 4. 
If the sum of all transactions belonging to buckets 1 to 13 is below the goal percentile, the 
performance index is shown as '****'. 
 
 

*************************** 
 
 
A5: The right answer to Q5 is: “Not enough logical processors”. 
Report shows the share of each of the 3 logical processor assigned to the D168 LPAR.  
If HiperDispatch (HD) would not be active the share would be 0 because the work will be evenly 
distributed across them.  
In this case HD assigned a high polarity (100% share) to logical CP 0 and 1 and medium polarity to 
logical CP 2. 
Increasing the LPAR weight will increase the share of logical processor 2 up to make it also a high 
polarity processor but no parking/unparking activity can happen. 
Any additional logical processors assigned to the LPAR will become a low polarity processor which 
could be parked/unparked. 
 
 

*************************** 
 
 
A6: The right answer to Q6 is: “IOSQ time”. 
The Little Law states that the average number of elements in a queue can be estimated by 
multiplying the arrival rate by the service time: N = X * S. 
If you invert the formula you get: S = N / X which is what RMF uses to estimate the IOSQ time, as 
described in the RMF Report Analysis manual. 
 
The average number of milliseconds an I/O request must wait on an IOS queue before a SSCH 
instruction can be issued. 

IOSQ Count / # Samples 
AVG IOSQ TIME = --------------------------------- 

Device Activity Rate 
 
 

*************************** 
 
 
A7: The right answer to Q7 is: “To save CPU cycles on the requesting LPAR”. 
When a system issue a synchronous request to the CF it enters a spin loop waiting for the answer. If 
the request is delayed a lot of CPU time on the requesting system can be wasted. 
When the service time trespass an automatic calculated threshold the heuristic algorithm will decide 
to change the request to asynchronous to avoid that. 
In z/OS 2.1 the SYNCASYNC parameter is provided to allow customers to set the threshold value.  
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*************************** 
 
 
A8: The right answer to Q8 is: “Page fault”. 
When an application gets a page fault it has to stop waiting for the page to be available. 
Page out has not a direct consequence on application performance. 
 
 

*************************** 
 
 
A9: The right answer to Q9 is: “SMF 113”. 
The indexes reported can be calculated starting from the measurements provided in SMF 113. 
SMF 103 provides measurements about HTTP Server activity. 
SMF 117 provides measurements about WebSphere Message Broker (now called IBM Integration 
Broker) activity. 
 
 

*************************** 
 
 
A10: The right answer to Q10 is: “%WRITE, IORATE and CONN”. 
Remote copy propagates updates to a remote location. 
By multiplying %WRITE by the IORATE you will get the WRITE rate. 
CONN (connect time) provides an estimate of the average time the path between the primary and 
secondary device will be busy per each write. 

 


